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South Africa - Weather

Frequent rainfall will continue for the eastern half of South Africa during the coming week. Soil 

moisture will continue to increase. Planting and establishment conditions for the summer crops will 

either improve or remain favorable. Harvesting of winter wheat will potentially be sluggish in the 

wettest areas of Free State as well. No significant quality declines are expected. Western South Africa’s 

winter wheat areas will otherwise be mostly dry and the wheat harvest will continue with few 

disruptions. The eastern half of South Africa will have several opportunities for rain during the coming 

week

o Rain will evolve on a near daily basis o Moisture totals by next Wednesday morning will range from 

1.50-4.00” with locally greater amounts in Natal, Mpumalanga, and eastern Free State o Drier pockets 

are also expected in Limpopo • The western half of South Africa will be drier biased during the coming 

week o Western sections of Free State, North West, and Eastern Cape will still see periods of rain with 

pockets receiving 0.25-1.00” and locally greater amounts by next Thursday morning o Little to no rain 

is expected elsewhere

• Eastern and central South Africa will again see a mix of rain and sunshine November 4 – 10
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United States of America - Weather

U.S. MIDWEST: The Midwest will see a couple rounds of rain during the next two weeks that will 

interrupt harvesting while inducing additional improvements in conditions for establishment of winter 

wheat. The soil is dry enough and much of the rain should be light enough that harvesting should 

advance between rounds of rain. Temperatures will be much warmer than normal through into the 

middle of next week and highs starting Friday will generally be in the upper 50s and 60s with some 

cooler temperatures in the northwest before cooling occurs late next week.

U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: Good harvest progress is expected overall through the next two weeks in 

the Delta and the Southeast where two rounds of rain expected should not soak the soil enough to 

prevent fieldwork from advancing before and after each round of precipitation while the moisture will 

benefit winter crops.

o Southeastern Georgia to southern Virginia will receive the least rain.
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South America - Weather

BRAZIL: Rain through Tuesday will improve conditions for planting across the driest areas in northern 

Brazil with central and southern Brazil and Paraguay seeing rain as well where planting will be 

interrupted before drier weather Wed.-Nov. 10 allows summer crop planting and harvesting of winter 

wheat to quickly increase. Temperatures will be chilly Tuesday into next Thursday and frost and a few 

light freezes should occur in far southern Brazil with most crops not likely to be seriously harmed by 

the cold, but there could be some damage to corn in Rio Grande do Sul.

ARGENTINA: Additional rain Saturday into Sunday in central and eastern Argentina will leave much of 

the country with improvements in conditions for planting and germination of summer crops before 

drier weather Monday-Nov. 10 allows fieldwork to quickly increase. A potent surge of cold will bring 

frost and freezes to central and southern Argentina Monday and Tuesday mornings and some newly 

planted crops as well as some winter wheat may be damaged by the cold while much of the country’s 

summer crops have not been planted or will not be emerged when the cold arrives.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather

EUROPE: Unusually dry conditions in most of the region with well above average temperatures during the next seven days will still be great for late season farming activity of all kinds; however, this will not help the 

moisture deficits in the driest areas. Soil moisture from eastern Spain into the Balkan Countries will continue to be short to very short and there is still a need for greater rainfall in this area. Most of the rain in the first 

week of the outlook will occur in the northwestern United Kingdom, central and northwestern Portugal, and far northwestern Spain.

AUSTRALIA: Conditions in the first week of the outlook will be an improvement over last week; however, some areas will still be wetter than preferred, mainly in the far southeastern part of the region. Temperatures will 

be seasonably warm in eastern production areas into Sunday which will help with drying between areas of rain.

A surge of well below average temperatures will occur late Sunday into Tuesday. Production areas in Victoria and especially southwestern Western Australia will need to be monitored for any pockets of late season frost 

with this air mass. The temperature in southwestern Western Australia may slip into the middle 30s Sunday morning; however, at this time, a damaging freeze event is unlikely.
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